Continental Engineering Services

Technology for future mobility

Since 2006, Continental Engineering Services (CES) has been active worldwide as an independent provider of comprehensive engineering services. The extensive know-how and creativity of our engineers, as well as access to Continental’s entire technology portfolio, provides us a unique advantage for our development: the flexibility and speed of small engineering teams combined with the strength of an internationally leading company.

The knowledge and skill set of our 1500 engineers, our ability to adapt, and our innovation driven thinking enables us to provide our customers with established mass production technology so that applications and small series production are achieved economically.

The emphasis of our activity is in automotive electronics, drive and chassis technology, as well as electrical mobility. We are experienced in the adaptation of automobile technologies in a broad spectrum of industrial applications.

Our scope ranges from the consultation of concept studies up to the realization of prototypes and small series, while having control over the complete product development process. Likewise, we can take over work packages within a project.

For more information please visit our website: https://www.conti-engineering.com